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Abstract9

Theoretical modeling is a popular method for quantitative analysis and performance predic-10

tion of computer systems, including cloud systems. Low entropy cloud (i.e., low interference11

among workloads and low system jitter) is becoming a new trend, where the Labeled Network12

Stack (LNS) based server is a good case to gain orders of magnitude performance improvement13

compared to servers based on traditional network stacks. However, it is desirable to figure out14

1) where the low tail latency and the low entropy of LNS mainly come from, compared with15

mTCP, a typical user-level network stack in academia, and Linux network stack, the main-16

stream network stack in industry, and 2) how much LNS can be further optimized. Therefore,17

we propose an analytical method via queueing theory to quantify the tail latency analysis, which18

emphasizes the modeling of the tail queueing time of the bottleneck stage of network services.19

Leveraging the analytical method, we model an LNS-based server, an mTCP-based server, and20

a Linux-based server, taking bursty traffic as an example with basic tests for parameters. Our21

models reveal that the full-stack prioritized processing and the full-stack zero-copy are primary22

sources of the low tail latency and the low entropy of the LNS-based server, with 0.8%-24.4%23

error for the 99th percentile latency. In addition, the model of the LNS-based server can give24

the best number of worker threads querying a database, improving 2.1×-3.5× in concurrency.25

Keywords cloud computing, high concurrency, modeling, network stack, queueing theory, tail26

latency27

1 Introduction28

Currently, the growing number of clients poses new challenges for the design of network stack for29

interactive services such as cloud gaming [1], web searching [2], and autonomous driving [3]. One30

major challenge is meeting user experience demand while maintaining high resource utilization.31
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However, this objective is hard to fulfill because of the interference between delay-sensitve requests32

and delay-insensitve requests [4]. The delay-sensitve and delay-insensitve requests are usually pro-33

cessed by a shared network stack to improve resource utilization. Nevertheless, this also leads to34

the two classes of requests contending for shared resources such as CPU cores, caches, and memory35

bandwidth, causing high tail latency. As a result, the high tail latency gives rise to the problem of36

the user experience of interactive services. What is worse, the large number of clients often causes37

bursty traffic on the server side [5–11], sharpening the problem of user experience. To handle the38

problem, researchers mainly focus on optimizing the Linux network stack [12–14] and designing39

user-space network stacks [15–18]. What stands out is a Labeled Network Stack (LNS) [18] which40

prioritizes delay-sensitve requests in all layers of the network stack. The full-stack prioritization of41

LNS comes from the concept of low entropy cloud computing systems [19] where the interference42

among workloads and the system jitter should be controlled to improve user experience. Based on43

the low entropy property, LNS is promising to achieve low tail latency and high concurrency for44

interactive services. Thus, a quantitative study for LNS is of great importance to reveal its benefits45

and potential improvement.46

Although prior experiments [18] have demonstrated that LNS can support millions of clients47

with low tail latency, compared with mTCP [17], a typical user-level network stack in academia,48

and Linux network stack, the mainstream network stack in industry, a thorough quantitative study49

is lacking in answering the following two questions:50

• Where do the low tail latency and the low entropy of LNS mainly come from,51

compared with mTCP and Linux network stack? LNS is designed with multiple tech-52

nologies such as full-stack prioritization, full-stack zero-copy, and user-space TCP/IP. However,53

the benefits of each technology in LNS have not been quantitatively studied yet. For instance,54

questions like “How much tail latency can be reduced by the full-stack prioritized processing55

of LNS compared with mTCP?” and “How much entropy can be reduced by the full-stack56

zero-copy of LNS compared with Linux?” are still needed to be answered. By answering these57

questions, we can recognize the main contributing factors to the low tail latency and the low58

entropy of LNS.59

• How much LNS can be further optimized? When deploying LNS, users are often faced60

with some tradeoffs. For instance, users can ask such questions as “How much tail latency61

can be reduced if one more CPU core is provided?” or “How many CPU cores are optimal to62

achieve high performance and avoid wasting resources?” Therefore, we need to quantify the63

influence of various factors, including the number of CPU cores, to optimize LNS further.64

In order to answer the above questions, we need to quantify the improvement provided by various65

factors in LNS over traditional network stacks.66

An analytical method is desirable to study the benefits and potential optimization of LNS quan-67

titatively. A quantitative performance study can be achieved by experiments or analytical modeling.68

However, a large number of system and environment configurations make it time-consuming for69

researchers to conduct experiments since different applications often exhibit different traffic char-70

acteristics. For instance, the smart home scenario evaluated in [18] is featured with short packet71
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lengths (200 Byte) and low ratios of delay-sensitve requests (5%), while longer packets or higher72

ratios of delay-sensitve requests can also appear in other scenarios, such as cloud gaming [20], smart73

metering [21], and vehicular applications [22]. As a result, a large number of experiments are needed74

to quantify the performance of LNS under various configurations. On the contrary, analytical mod-75

eling only needs a few experiments for parameter measurement. Therefore, an analytical method is76

more cost-effective and more commonly used to conduct a quantitative study of LNS.77

In this paper, we model and compare the tail latency of a server based on LNS, a server based on78

mTCP [17], and a server based on the Linux network stack. We call the three servers “LNS-based79

server”, “mTCP-based server”, and “Linux-based server” for short. There are four expectations for80

the models of the three servers. (i) The models could accurately predict the tail latency of the three81

servers under various configurations. (ii) The models could be able to improve the performance of82

the LNS-based server. (iii) The models’ formulas should be as simple as possible, preferably closed-83

form. (iv) The user-uncontrollable parameters, e.g., service time, of the models, could be measured84

by a non-intrusive method, i.e., without modifying the source code. To fulfill these expectations, we85

leverage queueing theory [23] to build a link between tail latency and various contributing factors.86

If the expectations are fulfilled, the resultant models will be convenient for users to predict and87

optimize the tail latency of the LNS-based server.88

As tail latency is a critical metric for the quality of interactive services, the analytical modeling89

of tail latency has drawn many concerns. Most prior works [24–27] focus on the tail latency of90

Fork-Join queueing network (FJQN) models [28] for cloud applications. However, the FJQN models91

cannot apply to the three modeled servers because their queueing network structures do not satisfy92

the conditions of the FJQN, where a job will spawn multiple tasks processed by different servers.93

Aside from these works about FJQN models, [29] models the tail latency of a Memcached database94

for k CPU cores with an M/M/k model. However, the TCP/IP layer rather than the database can95

also be the bottleneck of the modeled servers. Thus, only considering the database is inadequate96

to characterize the performance of a network stack. Moreover, the above prior works all assume a97

Poisson arrival process. However, bursty traffic is more realistic in modern cloud applications [5–98

11]. For instance, in a building, a fire can trigger multiple smoke and temperature sensors to send99

emergent packets to the server in a short period [10].100

In this paper, we model the above three servers under bursty traffic via a tandem stage queueing101

network [30]. Besides the database, the total network stack is considered in the queueing network.102

The tail latency of the three servers is decomposed to the tail queueing time and the summation of103

service time of each stage of the queueing network to simplify the analysis. The changes in the service104

time of each stage of the queueing network are also considered to enable non-intrusive measurement.105

Specifically, our contributions are as follows.106

• We propose an analytical method which can be leveraged to accurately model the tail latency107

of the above three servers with closed-form formulas, with 0.8%-24.4% error for the LNS-based108

server.109

• The resultant models reveal that the full-stack prioritized processing and the full-stack zero-110

copy are the primary sources of the low tail latency and the low entropy of the LNS-based111
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server.112

• The model of the LNS-based server can give the best number of worker threads querying a113

database according to the model parameters, improving 2.1×-3.5× in concurrency.114

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Firstly, Section 2 shows the analytical method115

and the experimental design. Then, Section 3 shows the measured and modeled results of the three116

servers under bursty traffic. Besides, this section guides optimizing the LNS-based server. Finally,117

Section 4 summarizes the article.118

2 Materials and Methods119

In this section, we propose our models of the three servers. Firstly, we present an abstracted scenario120

and the architecture of the modeled three servers. Then we describe the structure of the queueing121

network. Afterward, we derive the formulas for the tail latency of the three servers. Finally, the122

setting of the experiments is given. For the convenience of readers, a summary of the main notations123

used in our models is listed in Table 1.124

Table 1: The main notations used in our models

Class Notation Definition

Traffic

N The number of requests in one burst.
L The payload length of a request.
α The ratio of delay-sensitve requests in one burst.
U The interarrival time between two consecutive requests in one burst.

System

T The service time of the TCP/IP stage.
R The service time of the Redis stage.
B The service time of the bottleneck stage (B = T or R).
M The summation of the service time of all stages.
k The number of worker threads.
cB The number of cores in the bottleneck stage.

Tail Latency Wp The pth percentile latency of all requests in one burst.
wp The pth percentile queueing time as if the bottleneck stage were fed the bursty traffic directly.

2.1 System Description125

This section describes an abstracted scenario of massive clients and the architecture of the three126

modeled servers.127

2.1.1 Massive-Client Scenario128

Current online applications provide interactive services for massive clients. These clients mainly send129

different classes of requests to a large-scale cloud data center. In such a data center, a request usually130

spawns multiple sub-operations parallelized on different servers to reduce latency. However, the tail131

latency of one sub-operation significantly influences the tail latency of the request. For instance,132

suppose a request spawns 100 sub-operations whose 99th percentile latency (i.e., the latency that133

exceeds the latency of 99% sub-operations) is 10ms, the 99th percentile latency of all sub-operations134
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is 140ms [31]. Therefore, studying the tail latency of one server is of great importance to quantify135

the performance of a cloud data center.136

In this paper, we focus on an abstracted massive-client scenario where a single server provides137

services for millions of clients, as shown in Figure 1. Due to the massive number of clients, bursty138

traffic forms on the server side. The traffic is assumed to consist of two classes of requests, namely139

delay-sensitve and delay-insensitve requests. These requests are assumed to have the same packet140

length since many interactive services tend to use a constant packet length [21, 32]. After these141

requests arrive at the server, they are processed by several stages in the network stack of the server:142

Firstly, a request is processed by the Network Interface Card (NIC) and the TCP/IP layer of the143

server. Afterward, a thread of the server queries a database to serve the request. Finally, a response144

packet is sent to the sender of the request.145
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Figure 1: An abstracted massive-client scenario where a single server provides services for millions
of clients. These clients send two classes of requests, namely delay-sensitve and delay-insensitve
requests. Bursty traffic forms on the server side..

From the abstracted scenario, several key factors contributing to the server-side tail latency can146

be identified. First, the number of requests in one burst, reflecting the number of clients, is a critical147

factor for the tail latency of the server because more bursty requests tend to form a longer queue,148

corresponding to a longer queueing time in the server. Second, because only delay-sensitve requests149

are of interest, the ratio of delay-sensitve requests is also an essential factor for the tail latency.150

Third, the service time of each processing stage in the server also affects the tail latency. It should151

be noted that besides the time executing fixed operations, the service time is also related to packet152

length and the number of CPU cores, for a longer packet means more memory accesses, and more153

CPU cores mean more intensive contention for shared resources. Moreover, the number of CPU154

cores affects the tail latency by affecting system utilization. Finally, the interarrival time of requests155

also influences the server-side tail latency, for longer interarrival time leads to lower tail latency.156
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2.1.2 Network Stack Architecture157

Figure 2a shows the architecture of the LNS-based server. The LNS-based server prioritizes delay-158

sensitve requests at each layer of its network stack. When a request arrives, a user-space driver will159

put the request into different queues according to its label. Then the TCP/IP layer of the server160

will process requests from a high-priority queue until the queue is empty when the requests from a161

low-priority queue are processed. After a request is processed by the TCP/IP layer, the request is162

transferred to the queues of an event dispatcher, which dispatches requests to worker threads in a163

priority-based round-robin manner. Finally, the k worker threads will query the Redis database of164

the server and send response packets processed by the TCP/IP layer with a prioritized scheduling165

policy again. Note that zero-copy is applied to each layer of the network stack of the LNS-based166

server.167

Compared with LNS, conventional network stacks do not prioritize delay-sensitve requests. For168

example, the Linux-based server in Figure 2c is the default choice for modern multi-core processors169

but suffers from large packet copy and scheduling overhead [33, 34]. mTCP (see Figure 2b) is170

proposed to reduce the scheduling overhead of the Linux-based server through a user-level TCP/IP171

and batch processing [17]. However, the mTCP-based server still does not handle the interference172

between delay-sensitve and delay-insensitve requests. As a result, the LNS-based server can achieve173

the best performance among the three servers for the tail latency of delay-sensitve requests.174

2.2 Queueing Network175

According to the mechanisms described in Figure 2, the modeled servers can be represented by the176

queueing network in Figure 3a. The queueing network consists of (k+3) components corresponding177

to the NIC, the TCP/IP, the event dispatcher, and the k worker threads of the modeled servers.178

The k worker threads run in parallel and have the same service time. For any component in the179

queueing network, it does similar operations while processing requests. Therefore, each component180

can be represented by a G/D/1 in the queueing network.181

The complexity of the queueing network makes it difficult for analysis and parameter measure-182

ment. First, the loop from the k worker threads to the TCP/IP and the loop from the TCP/IP to183

the NIC complicate the analysis, preventing us from deriving closed-form formulas. Second, users184

need to modify the source code of the modeled network stacks to measure the service time of each185

stage.186

We propose a simplified tandem stage queueing network [30] to simplify the analysis and pa-187

rameter measurement, as shown in Figure 3b. Firstly, the NIC in the original queueing network is188

assumed to be not the bottleneck of the modeled servers. Therefore, the queueing delay of the NIC189

is modeled as 0, making the latency of the NIC stage a constant. As a result, the loop from the190

TCP/IP to the NIC is eliminated. Moreover, to break the loop from the k worker threads to the191

TCP/IP, we let the service time of the TCP/IP an equivalent value of both receiving and sending192

packets, and we again model the delay of the TCP/IP sending a response packet with a constant193

latency. Finally, we assume that the variance of the packet length of the modeled applications is in a194

small range so that the size relationship of the service time of the TCP/IP and the event dispatcher195
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Figure 2: The typical architecture of three servers based on (a) LNS, (b) mTCP, and (c) Linux
network stack.
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remains unchanged for different packet lengths. Then the component with a smaller service time is196

modeled as a constant delay. From the above assumptions, the simplified queueing network consists197

of three stages. The 1st stage (called “TCP/IP stage”) is the component with a larger service time198

between the TCP/IP and the event dispatcher. The 2nd stage (called “Redis stage”) represents the199

k worker threads querying the Redis database. The 3rd stage (called “Constant stage”) is a G/D/∞200

representing all the constant delays mentioned above. The bottleneck stage of the simplified queue-201

ing network can be changed between the TCP/IP stage and the Redis stage by adjusting the number202

of worker threads.203
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Event
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(a) The original queueing network directly ab-
stracted from the mechanisms of the modeled
servers.
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OutputInput

Contant
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Delay-sensitive Request Delay-insensitive Request

(b) The simplified queueing network by breaking
the loops and merging the TCP/IP and the event
dispatcher.

Figure 3: The queueing networks.

2.3 Bottleneck Decomposition for Tail Latency204

The bottleneck decomposition formula 1 decomposes the tail latency of the whole system to wp, the205

tail queueing time of the bottleneck stage of the queueing network, and M , the summation of the206

service time of all stages of the queueing network.207

Wp ≈ wp +M (1)

The bottleneck stage is defined as follows.208

Definition 2.1 (Bottleneck Stage). In the simplified queueing network, suppose the service time209

and the number of nodes (i.e., a core and its queues) in the ith stage are Si and ki, respectively.210

The Bottleneck Stage of the queueing network is the stage with the largest Si/ki. In other words,211

suppose the service time of the bottleneck stage is B, if T > R/k, then B = T ; otherwise, B = R,212

where T and R are the service time of the TCP/IP stage and the Redis stage, respectively.213

The basic idea of the bottleneck decomposition formula comes from the following intuitions.214

• The order of stages of a tandem G/D/1-based queueing network with deterministic service215

time is interchangeable without affecting the leaving time of each request.216

• When the bottleneck stage is changed to the first stage, queueing is less likely to happen in217

the subsequent non-bottleneck stages.218
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With the above intuitions, the following theorem can be proved.219

Theorem 2.1 (Bottleneck Decomposition Theorem). For the simplified queueing network with220

deterministic service time, the error of Formula 1 can be bounded by Formula 2.221

wp +M ≤ Wp ≤ wp +M + 2 · cB ·maxSi ̸=B{Si} (2)

Proof. We assume there is a request exactly experiencing the pth percentile latency, Wp, and we222

approximate the latency of this request in the following process. Suppose the service time of the223

Redis stage is R and the service time of the TCP/IP stage is T . There are two cases.224

• If R/k ≤ T , according to the Result 4 in [30], the Redis stage is equivalent to a constant delay225

R, which means that Wp = wp +M .226

• If R/k > T , by the Result 1 in [30], the Redis stage can be changed to the first stage without227

affecting the leaving time of each request. Then, in any time interval [t, t + R), at most k228

requests arrive at the second stage. Because k · T < R and the requests are served in a First-229

Come-First-Serve (FCFS) manner, these requests can be finished before t+2R. Therefore, at230

most 2k requests are queued in the second stage, meaning that Wp ≤ wp +M + 2 · k · T .231

Therefore, Formula 2 holds for both cases.232

2.4 Models under Bursty Traffic233

In the abstracted massive-client scenario presented in Section 2.1.1, bursty traffic is assumed to form234

on the server side. Under such traffic, the tail latency of a server can be modeled by the methods in235

this section.236

Assumptions237

We make the following assumptions under bursty traffic.238

• We assume each message contains exactly one request for simplicity.239

• The interarrival time U of requests is constant and smaller than B/cB , making the bottleneck240

stage keep running during the processing of one burst of requests.241

• Every request in one burst is independently labeled as an delay-sensitve request with a prob-242

ability of α (α ∈ (0, 1]).243

• There is no packet dropping occurring. Therefore, the influence of packet dropping can be244

ignored.245

The LNS-based Server246

The LNS-based server can be modeled with a pre-emptive prioritized scheduling policy. Because247

of the full-stack prioritized processing of the LNS-based server, from the user-space driver to the248
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worker threads, all stages in the LNS-based server firstly try to extract a high-priority request (i.e.,249

delay-sensitve request). If successful, the request is processed; otherwise, a low-priority request250

(i.e., delay-insensitve request) is processed. For simplicity, the interference between low-priority and251

high-priority requests is modeled as a constant delay included in M , which can be determined by252

measurement. As a result, the processing of high-priority requests can be modeled with a pre-emptive253

prioritized scheduling policy.254

However, a problem arises when the assumption U < B/cB does not hold for only high-priority255

requests. The average interarrival time of high-priority requests is U/α, which can be larger than256

the interarrival time of all requests. Moreover, the first assumption only states that the interarrival257

time of all requests is smaller than B/cB . As a result, it is possible that U/α ≥ B/cB . In the case258

of U/α ≥ B/cB , the bottleneck stage does not necessarily keep processing high-priority requests in259

one burst of requests.260

Therefore, we discuss two cases according to the size relationship of U/α and B/cB .261

Case 1: U/α ≤ B/cB.262

First, when U/α ≤ B/cB , we can derive the arrival time of the request experiencing the pth263

percentile latency. In one burst, the later a request arrives, the longer latency it tends to experience.264

Therefore, suppose there are H high-priority requests in one burst, the pth percentile latency is265

approximately the latency of the ( p
100H)th high-priority request. Moreover, because of the second266

assumption, H follows a Binomial Distribution with P (H = h) =
(
N
h

)
hα(N − h)1−α. The standard267

deviation of this distribution is
√

Nα(1− α). For not too small α and N , i.e. α = 0.05, N = 1000,268

the standard deviation is 6.96, which is only 13.9% of the mean value αN . Therefore, we use αN as269

an approximation of H. In one burst of requests, the interarrival time of the high-priority requests is270

n ·U where n follows a Geometric Distribution with mean 1
α and variance 1−α

α2 . Then, by the Central271

Limit Theorem, the arrival time A of the ( p
100αN)th high-priority request can be approximated by272

a random variable with Normal Distribution.273

A ∼ N (
pαNU

100α
,
(1− α)pαNU2

100α2
) = N (

p

100
NU,

(1− α)pNU2

100α
) (3)

The standard deviation of A is
√

(1−α)pN
100α U , which is relatively small compared to the mean value274

p
100NU when α and N are not too small. Therefore, we approximate A using its mean value p

100NU275

to derive a closed-form expression for the tail latency of the LNS-based server.276

Having obtained the arrival time of the ( p
100αN)th high-priority request in one burst, we can277

derive the latency of this request. By the bottleneck decomposition formula, we only need to278

calculate the queueing time of this request as if the bottleneck stage saw the bursty arrival process279

directly. Thus the pth percentile queueing time can be given by Formula 4. Note that in Formula 4,280

the αpNB
100cB

is the leaving time of the ( p
100αN)th high-priority request in one burst.281

wp ≈ αpNB

100cB
− p

100
NU (4)
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Finally, the pth percentile latency of the LNS-based server can be given by Formula 5.282

Wp ≈ wp +M ≈ αpNB

100cB
− p

100
NU +M (5)

Case 2: U/α > B/cB.283

When U/α > B/cB , a Poisson arrival process can be used to model the traffic of high-priority284

requests. In one burst, it is not necessarily the latter arrived requests will experience longer la-285

tency since the bottleneck stage may not keep processing the high-priority requests. To handle this286

problem, we assume that the arrival process of the high-priority requests is a Poisson process, i.e.,287

the interarrival time between two consecutive high-priority requests follows an Exponential Distri-288

bution. The assumption is reasonable because a constant U multiplied by n following Geometric289

Distribution can be approximated by an Exponential Distribution when U is small enough [23].290

Based on the approximation of the Poisson arrival process, the tail queueing time as if the291

bottleneck stage were fed the traffic directly can be derived. The bottleneck stage in the simpli-292

fied queueing network can be the TCP/IP stage or the Redis stage. If the TCP/IP stage is the293

bottleneck stage, it can be modeled as an M/D/1 (or equivalently, E1/D/1 where E1 means the294

Erlang-1 Distribution). Otherwise, the Redis stage is the bottleneck stage, which can be modeled295

as an M/D/cB . Because of the round-robin policy of the event dispatcher, the traffic to 1 worker296

thread of the Redis stage follows an Erlang-cB distribution [35], which is the summation of cB297

identical and independent random variables with Exponential Distribution. Therefore, one worker298

thread of the Redis stage can be further seen as a EcB/D/1. Because the worker threads of the299

Redis stage are identical and each worker thread has a queue, the tail queueing time of the Redis300

stage can be approximated by that of one worker thread. Combining the above two cases, we can301

model the bottleneck stage with a EcB/D/1, whose pth percentile queueing time can be accurately302

approximated by Formula 6 according to [36].303

wp ≈
−ln(1− p

100 )

η
·B (6)

where η = 2(1−ρ)
c2a+c2s

and c2a, c2s are the squared coefficient of variation (SCV) of interarrival time and304

service time, respectively. Due to the assumption of deterministic service time, c2s = 0. Moreover,305

the SCV of the Erlang-cB Distribution is 1/cB , thus c2a = 1/cB . According to the above discussion,306

wp can be calculated by Formula 7.307

wp ≈
−ln(1− p

100 )

2(1− ρ)
· B

cB
(7)

where ρ = B/cB
U/α is the utilization of the bottleneck stage.308

Finally, the tail latency of the LNS-based server can be calculated by Formula 8.309

Wp ≈ wp +M ≈
−ln(1− p

100 )

2(1− B/cB
U/α )

· B

cB
+M (8)
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The mTCP-based Server310

The mTCP-based server does not distinguish delay-sensitve requests from delay-insensitve requests.311

Therefore all requests are processed in an FCFS manner. By the first assumption, the pth percentile312

latency equals the latency of the ( p
100N)th request in one burst.313

The tail queueing time of the ( p
100N)th request in one burst is as follows.314

wp ≈ p

100

NB

cB
− p

100
NU (9)

Finally, the pth percentile latency of the whole system is given by Formula 10 using the bottleneck315

decomposition formula 1.316

Wp ≈ wp +M =
p

100

NB

cB
− p

100
NU +M (10)

The Linux-based Server317

The formula for the tail latency of the Linux-based server is the same as that of the mTCP-based318

server. The differences lie in the value of the service time of each stage. Therefore, the pth percentile319

latency of the Linux-based server can also be given by Formula 10.320

Formulas for Service Time321

As discussed in Section 2.1.1, the service time in our models can also be influenced by some factors322

such as packet length and the number of worker threads. Therefore, a set of formulas are needed to323

model how these factors influence the service time of our models. These formulas enable users to324

conveniently use our models without measuring the service time for every system and environment325

configuration.326

The service time of the Redis stage consists of the delay of querying the Redis database and calling327

write() API to send response packets. First, the delay of querying the Redis database is influenced328

by the number of worker threads, for more worker threads will contend for memory bandwidth when329

they simultaneously access the Redis database. Second, the delay of calling write() API is also330

assumed to be affected by the number of worker threads, for more worker threads would increase331

the rate of calling write() API, whose latency may be influenced by contending for shared resources.332

For simplicity, we assume the delay of the above two operations increases linearly with the number333

of worker threads. As a result, besides a constant R0, the formula for R (Formula 11) includes a334

k ·mR term for the additional delay of querying the Redis database and calling write() API caused335

by contending shared resources.336

R = R0 + k ·mR (11)

Formula 12 shows the service time of the TCP/IP stage. The service time T increases linearly337

with payload length to model the impact of the packet copy in this stage. Note that because of the338
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full-stack zero-copy attribute of LNS, the mT of LNS is set to 0.339

T = T0 + L ·mT (12)

2.5 Latency Entropy340

In information theory, the concept of information entropy is used to represent the degree of un-341

certainty of a discrete random variable [37]. Suppose X is a random variable, which takes discrete342

values from a set X , the information entropy of X can be defined by Formula 13. For example,343

suppose X = {0, 1}, if P (X = 0) = P (X = 1) = 0.5, the information entropy of X is 1, which means344

the value of X is quite uncertain; if P (X = 0) = 1 and P (X = 1) = 0, the information entropy of345

X is 0, which means the value of X is deterministic.346

H(X) ≜ −
∑

X=x,x∈X
P (X = x) · log2(P (X = x)) (13)

By converting latency to a discrete random variable, we can apply information entropy to latency.347

Suppose latency W is a continous random variable taking values in (0,+∞). Let Wd = ⌈W
u ⌉348

to discretize W by the user-defined distinction u, which has the same dimension as W . Suppose349

pi = P{Wd = i}, the latency entropy can be calculated by Formula 14. Note that when pi = 0,350

pi · log2(pi) is defined to be 0.351

H(W ) ≜ −
+∞∑
i=1

pi · log2(pi) (14)

2.6 Experimental Design352

In [18], a testbed consisting of a load generator and a monitor is used to evaluate the performance of353

the three servers above. We build a similar testbed to measure the tail latency of the three servers.354

The testbed takes MCC [38] as the load generator and HCMonitor [39] as the monitor, as shown in355

Figure 4. The tested network stacks, the MCC, and the HCMonitor run on three mainstream X86356

servers connected by a switch. Detailed configurations are listed in Table 2.357

Table 2: Server Configurations

Server Client Monitor
Software LNS/mTCP/Linux MCC HCMonitor

CPU Intel Xeon Gold 6130,
2.10 GHz, 32 logical cores

Memory 128GB
OS Centos 7.6, Kernel 3.10.0
NIC Intel X722, 10Gbps
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MCC Mirrored

Traffic

HCMonitor

Switch

The mTCP-based server

The LNS-based server

The Linux-based server

or

or

Figure 4: The Experimental Setup. The client is MCC, a load generator. The server is one of the
LNS-based server, the mTCP-based server, and the Linux-based server. The monitor is HCMonitor,
a server-side latency measuring tool via mirrored traffic.

MCC358

MCC can periodically send requests with specifications, including the number of requests in one359

burst, the length of each packet, and the ratio of delay-sensitve requests. These parameters were360

studied in our experiments. In our testbed, four logical cores were used to generate bursty traffic361

every second to ensure that the two cases of the LNS-based server about U were covered.362

HCMonitor363

HCMonitor is a full traffic monitor recording the latency of every packet. In our testbed, thanks to364

the port mirroring feature of the switch and Intel DPDK (data plane development kit), the mirrored365

traffic to/from the server is sent to HCMonitor. HCMonitor thus can calculate the request-response366

latency of every packet. Because of this property, the tail latency of the tested servers can be easily367

obtained. Moreover, we configured HCMonitor to record the latency of delay-sensitve requests only,368

if not otherwise stated. Besides tail latency, the interarrival time U of requests in one burst was also369

measured by HCMonitor.370

Servers371

To make a fair comparison, we set the structure of the three servers similarly, as described in Figure 2.372

More specifically, in the LNS-based and the mTCP-based servers, the TCP/IP, the event dispatcher,373

a printing thread, and each worker thread were located on different logical cores. Note that although374

mTCP recommends users to run one TCP/IP and one application thread in the same core to reduce375

cache miss overhead, we observed that packet dropping was particularly serious when we did this.376

Therefore, the TCP/IP of the mTCP-based server was located on a different core from the event377

dispatcher. Due to the limited number of logical cores (32 cores), the number of cores left to run378
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worker threads is maximally 29 (one core for the TCP/IP, one core for the event dispatcher, and one379

core for the printing thread). To minimize the delay of querying the Redis database, we started 29380

Redis backend processes, each of which resided in the same core as a worker thread. When handling381

a request, the worker threads were set to query the Redis database two times, a typical configuration382

in some IoT scenarios.383

2.7 Statistical Analysis384

We obtained the user-uncontrollable parameters, except U , of our models according to the measured385

99th percentile latency of several basic tests listed in Table 3. First, the number of worker threads386

in each basic test was selected according to the requirements for the bottleneck stage. When deter-387

mining T and mT , we need to start 29 worker threads to ensure the TCP/IP stage is the bottleneck.388

When determining R0 and mR, we need two settings for the number of worker threads when the389

Redis stage is the bottleneck. To verify that the bottleneck stage fulfills the requirements, users390

can conduct the experiments in Figure 5d. However, the selection of the basic tests can satisfy the391

requirements of the bottleneck stage in most cases since the service time of the Redis stage is usually392

an order of magnitude of the TCP/IP stage. Second, the default payload length was set to 512 Byte.393

Third, the default ratio of delay-sensitve requests α was set to 1.0 to enlarge the tail latency since394

small tail latency can introduce significant measurement error. Note that when determining M for395

the LNS-based server, α was set to 0.05 to reduce measurement error since large α would lead to a396

large tail latency in which M is only a minor part. Fourth, the default number of requests was set397

to 20,000 to enlarge the tail latency and limit measurement error. Moreover, these basic tests have398

been excluded when evaluating the accuracy of our models.399

After determining these parameters, the relative error is computed for all tested configurations400

according to Formula 15.401

error =

∣∣∣∣∣W99,measured −W99,predicted

W99,measured

∣∣∣∣∣× 100% (15)

where W99,measured and W99,predicted are measured and predicted 99th percentile latency.402

This method enables users to predict the tail latency of the three servers mentioned above403

without modifying the source code of the three network stacks, easing the difficulty of using our404

models. Users need to conduct only four basic tests for each server among infinite configurations.405

Moreover, because the user-uncontrollable parameters are obtained in a non-intrusive way rather406

than instrumentation, the error for the basic tests used to obtain the parameters is close to zero.407

This way, the error can also be reduced for configurations similar to those of the basic tests. As a408

result, the error of our models can be compensated by the non-intrusive measurement.409

For optimizing LNS, users may still need to determine which stage is the bottleneck stage. Thus410

instrumentation may be needed to measure the service time of each stage of the LNS-based server.411

However, it is reasonable because the optimization itself can modify the source code.412
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Table 3: Basic tests to determine the parameters

The mTCP and Linux-based servers
Parameters Bottleneck Number of Requests Ratio of Delay-sensitve Requests Payload Length Number of Worker Threads

M - set to 0

T0,mT TCP/IP stage 20,000 1.0 16 29
20,000 1.0 1,434 29

R0,mR Redis stage 20,000 1.0 512 1
20,000 1.0 512 4

the LNS-based server
Parameters Bottleneck Number of Requests Ratio of Delay-sensitve Requests Payload Length Number of Worker Threads

M TCP/IP stage 20,000 0.05 512 29
T 1 TCP/IP stage 20,000 1.0 512 29

R0,mR Redis stage 20,000 1.0 512 1
20,000 1.0 512 4

1 For the LNS-based server, mT is set to 0, so T = T0.

3 Results and Discussion413

In this section, we present our results and discuss the benefits and the potential improvement of the414

LNS-based server.415

3.1 Benefits of the LNS-based Server416

Some factors play a crucial role in the tail latency of the modeled servers. First, the number of417

requests in one burst, N , can influence the tail latency, for more requests can cause longer queues in418

the modeled servers. Second, because only the tail latency of the delay-sensitve requests is of interest,419

the ratio of delay-sensitve requests, α, is also an essential factor for the tail latency. Moreover, after420

requests arrive at the server, they may be read/written from/to memory many times. Therefore,421

the payload length L of these requests has a non-negligible impact on the tail latency. Lastly, the422

number of worker threads, representing the parallelism of querying the Redis database, also affects423

the tail latency.424

The influence of these parameters on the 99th percentile latency and the latency entropy of425

delay-sensitve requests are presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6, respectively.426

3.1.1 Comparison of Tail Latency427

We now present the influence of various factors on the tail latency of the three modeled servers.428

• The Number of Bursty Requests. Figure 5a shows the 99th percentile latency of the three429

servers mentioned above at different request numbers N , which represents the load received by430

the servers. These request numbers cover a considerable range of the 99th percentile latency from431

hundreds of microseconds to hundreds of milliseconds. Moreover, the ratio of delay-sensitve requests432

α is 0.05, which is the same as the setting in [18], the payload length L is 512 Byte, a moderate value433

within 1 Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU), and the number of worker threads k is 29 to utilize all434

CPU cores of the tested server. First, from Figure 5a, we can find that the performance of the LNS-435

based server increases 11.2×-555.2× over that of the mTCP-based server, which in turn outperforms436

the Linux-based server. Second, a linear increase in the 99th percentile latency of the mTCP-based437

and the Linux-based servers for larger N is observed. The linearity is reasonable as more requests in438
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(c) The influence of the ratio of delay-sensitve
requests.
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Figure 5: The influence of different factors on the 99th percentile latency of the three modeled
servers. “LNS”, “mTCP”, and “Linux” mean the measured 99th percentile latency for delay-sensitve
requests. The “-1” postfix means the 99th percentile latency for all requests. The “-model” postfix
means the modeled 99th percentile latency for delay-sensitve requests.
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one burst will cause longer queues in the server. Third, what stands out is that the 99th percentile439

latency of the LNS-based server when there are 5% delay-sensitve requests (α = 0.05) is insensitive440

to the number of bursty requests N . Under different N , the measured standard variance of the 99th441

percentile latency of the LNS-based server is only 7.4us, which means that the variation of the tail442

latency is slight. Our model for the LNS-based server can predict this insensitivity because when443

U/α > B/cB , the LNS-based server reaches a steady state. In the steady state, the tail latency of444

the LNS-based server can be estimated by Formula 8, which shows that N no longer influences the445

tail latency. Fourth, the 99th percentile latency of the LNS-based server for all requests is still lower446

than those of the other two servers, indicating that the full-stack prioritized processing does not447

affect the latency of the low-priority requests too much due to the lower service delay of the TCP/IP448

stage of the LNS-based server. Last but not least, our models accurately predict the 99th percentile449

latency of the three servers. The relative errors are 1.1%-18.5%, 10.0%-44.2%, and 0.1%-28.3% for450

the LNS-based server, the mTCP-based server, and the Linux-based server, respectively.451

• Payload Length. The 99th percentile latency of the three servers under different payload lengths452

L is shown in Figure 5b. We constrain packet length to be in an MTU to avoid packet fragmentation.453

The number of requests in a burst is 20,000, representing a moderate load. The ratio of delay-sensitve454

requests α is set to 1.00 to exclude the influence of the prioritized processing of the LNS-based server.455

Again, the number of worker threads k is set to 29.456

We can also see that our models coincide with the experiments. Our models have 3.3%-6.3%457

error for the LNS-based server, 5.0%-25.5% error for the mTCP-based server, and 0.3%-3.7% error458

for the Linux-based server. The large error for the mTCP-based server is that the service time of459

its TCP/IP stage is nonlinear with the payload length.460

We observe that the LNS-based server still outperforms the mTCP-based and Linux-based servers461

even without prioritized processing. Moreover, for the LNS-based and the Linux-based servers, a462

decrease in the 99th percentile latency is observed when the payload length increases. The reason463

for this trend is that as payload length increases, the increase in payload interarrival time outweighs464

the increase in the service time of the TCP/IP stage, according to our models. In addition, for465

longer packets, the improvement of the LNS-based server to the other two servers becomes larger.466

When the payload length is minimal (16 Byte), the speedup of the LNS-based server over the other467

two servers is 1.6× and 3.2×, respectively. When the payload length is maximal (1434 Byte), the468

speedup grows to 5.9× and 5.2×, respectively.469

The above improvement can be attributed to the full-stack zero-copy of the LNS-based server.470

The full-stack zero-copy property makes the service time of the TCP/IP stage lower than those of471

the other two servers. Therefore, the tail latency of the LNS-based server is lower than those of the472

other two servers, even when all bursty requests are delay-sensitve requests.473

• The Ratio of Delay-sensitve Requests. The influence of α, the ratio of delay-sensitve requests,474

is shown in Figure 5c in the setting of 20,000 delay-sensitve requests with 512 Byte payload and475

29 worker threads. As expected, the increase of α causes a longer 99th percentile latency of the476

LNS-based server. Our models can explain this trend: As α increases, the tail latency of the LNS-477

based server also becomes larger because more delay-sensitve requests are queued. At the same478

time, the tail latency of the mTCP-based server and the Linux-based server remains unchanged479
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because they do not distinguish between delay-sensitve and delay-insensitve requests. As a result,480

the improvement of the LNS-based server becomes less significant for a larger ratio of delay-sensitve481

requests. However, due to the smaller service time of the TCP/IP stage of the LNS-based server,482

the tail latency is still lower than those of the other two servers, even though all requests are delay-483

sensitve requests. Moreover, our models show good scalability for the ratio of delay-sensitve requests.484

Our models have 0.8%-24.4% error for the LNS-based server, 24.2%-25.5% error for the mTCP-based485

server, and 1.9%-5.4% error for the Linux-based server.486

• The Number of Worker Threads. The influence of the number of worker threads on the 99th487

percentile latency is shown in Figure 5d. We set N = 20, 000, L = 512 Byte, and α = 1.0 to488

evaluate the performance of the three servers without the influence of prioritization. Firstly, the489

99th percentile latency of the three servers gradually decreases as the number of worker threads k490

increases when k is small. When k is beyond some threshold, the 99th percentile latency becomes491

steady, although k continues to increase. The trend in Figure 5d is the result of the transfer of492

the bottleneck stage. According to our models, when k is small, the bottleneck is the Redis Stage.493

As k becomes larger, R/k decreases.the transfer of the bottleneck When R/k is less than T , the494

bottleneck will transfer to the TCP/IP stage, whose service time is not influenced by k. Moreover,495

for the LNS-based server, the larger k when bottleneck-transferring happens is due to the smaller496

service time of the TCP/IP stage. The smaller service time can also be explained by the full-stack497

zero-copy attribute of the LNS-based server. We also find a good agreement between our models and498

experiments for different numbers of worker threads. The errors of our models for servers based on499

LNS, mTCP, and Linux network stack are 3.7%-18.9%, 28.3%-42.7%, and 1.7%-11.1%, respectively.500

3.1.2 Comparison of Latency Entropy501

From Figure 6, we observe that the influence of the above factors on the latency entropy is similar502

to that on the 99th percentile latency. First, in Figure 6a, the insensitivity of the 99th percentile503

latency of the LNS-based server when the ratio of delay-sensitve requests is 0.05 is translated to504

the insensitivity of the latency entropy, which is only 18.2%-26.3%, and 17.8%-25.3% of those of505

the mTCP-based and the Linux-based servers. Second, Figure 6b shows that as the payload length506

increases, the latency entropy of the LNS-based server decreases to 85.0% and 85.9% of those of507

the mTCP-based and the Linux-based servers. This trend of the latency entropy is also consistent508

with the result in Figure 5b. Third, a higher ratio of delay-sensitve requests leads to a higher509

latency entropy of the LNS-based server, as Figure 6c shows. This increase in the latency entropy510

results from longer queues of delay-sensitve requests in the server. Fourth, Figure 6d shows that511

the latency entropy no longer reduces after the number of worker threads exceeds some threshold in512

the three modeled servers. Moreover, the similarity between Figure 5 and Figure 6 indicates that a513

lower-entropy system can achieve better performance.514

3.2 Potential Improvement515

According to our models, we observe two ways of improvement for the LNS-based server.516
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Figure 6: The modeled influence of different factors on the latency entropy of the three modeled
servers. “LNS”, “mTCP”, and “Linux” mean the modeled latency entropy of the three servers for
delay-sensitve requests. The “-1” postfix means the latency entropy for all requests.
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Improvement 1517

Our model for the LNS-based server gives the best number of worker threads querying the Redis518

database according to the parameters to achieve minimal tail latency and avoid wasting CPU cores.519

As Figure 5d shows, the 99th percentile latency no longer reduces after the number of worker threads520

exceeds some threshold. From the model of the LNS-based server, when T > R/k, the bottleneck521

has been transferred from the Redis Stage to the TCP/IP Stage, meaning that more worker threads522

cannot help reduce the tail latency anymore. Based on the observation, a kt representing the523

transition point of the bottleneck stage exists, as computed by Formula 16.524

kt = ⌈ R0

T −mR
⌉ (16)

The kt indicates that the best number of worker threads k, which represents the parallelism of525

querying the Redis Database, should be adaptive according to the parameters of the model of the526

LNS-based server. The model suggests that 12 worker threads are optimal in our testbed. Compared527

with the default 4 worker threads1, the optimized version supports 2.1×-3.5× concurrency, as shown528

in Figure 7.529
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Figure 7: Concurrency under various ratios of delay-sensitve requests with 50ms as the tail latency
threshold.

Improvement 2530

Optimization for the TCP/IP will be more effective than the other stages. For instance, for 20,000531

bursty delay-sensitve requests, our model indicates that the 99th percentile latency can be maximally532

reduced by 64.1% when the TCP/IP is optimized, whereas the reductions are maximally 0.0017%533

and 0.093% when the event dispatcher and the worker threads are optimized, respectively. The534

significant reduction when optimizing the TCP/IP comes from the fact that the TCP/IP is the535

bottleneck of the LNS-based server, on the condition that there are 29 worker threads. Therefore,536

optimizing the TCP/IP can reduce B, the service time of the bottleneck stage. As Formula 5537

1https://github.com/acs-network/qstack.git
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suggests, the reduction of B/cB will have a linear reduction of wp, which dominates the tail latency.538

On the contrary, the reduction of the non-bottleneck stages only impacts M , thus affecting little to539

the tail latency. Also, eliminating redundant operations of the TCP/IP or providing more cores to540

run the TCP/IP are two ways to reduce B/cB to reduce the tail latency.541

4 Conclusion542

An analytical method based on queueing theory is proposed to quantitatively study the tail latency543

of cloud servers, emphasizing the modeling of the tail queueing time of the bottleneck stage of544

network services. Leveraging the analytical method, we model an LNS-based server, an mTCP-545

based server, and a Linux-based server, taking bursty traffic as an example with simple tests to546

determine parameters. Our models 1) reveal that two technologies in LNS, including the full-stack547

prioritized processing and the full-stack zero-copy, are primary factors for high performance, with548

orders of magnitude improvement of tail latency as the latency entropy reduces maximally 5.5× over549

the mTCP-based server, and 2) suggest the optimal number of worker threads querying a database,550

improving the concurrency of the LNS-based server 2.1×-3.5×. The analytical method can also551

apply to the modeling of other servers characterized as tandem stage queueing networks.552
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